On Instructions from The Directors due to closure of business

Viewing Monday 10th September 10am-4pm

Location: Capri Moulds Precision Toolmakers to the Plastic Industry, Abercromby Works, Abercromby Avenue, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3AX

EXCELLENT RANGE OF MACHINE TOOLS & SPARK EROSION MACHINES

To bid please go to our web site or www.bidspotter.com>>

Sale closes 4pm Weds 12th September

1. *HURCO VM1 serial no H-V11112 2005/09/09
2. *Jones & Shipman Grinder to include chucks, mag chuck, 3 & 4 drawer, face plate, collets, wheel balancer, grinding wheels etc
3. *Colchester Triumph Lathe
4. *Bridgeport Textron serial no PM02650195 with Heidenhain - 7" gap - re-furbished
5. *Adcock Shipley Textron 2S Vertical serial no 2541CV0479 - power on all axis
6. *Fly Press on stand
7. *Elliott Donkey Saw - motor needs re-winding
8. *Bridgeport serial no 2690991195 with Heidenhain ND510 vari-speed head
9. *Bridgeport Series I EZ Trak SX serial no 264897 04 94 with BPC 2M control
10. *Willow Bandsaw
11. *Hurco Hawk 5 SSM serial no KM96A0651 11/30/96 with Ultimax SSM control
12. *Jones & Shipman 540 with air box
13. *Jones & Shipman 540P serial no 77014
14. *Pinnacle PKGS 250AH serial no 811012 1982 with coolant tank
15. *Agie type 10 20 1980 machine Nr 2009 with Micro Wizard control
16. *Advtec EDM model CM-120R with Acur-rite III, Pulse CD-30M 06 1988 serial no 708426
17. *Form 2-LC Charmilles Technologies with Anilam Wizard 211 control
18. *Charmilles Technologies ROBOFIL with computer running BOBCAD-CAM Bobwire
19. *Dell Optiplex 740MT AMD X2 5000 2.6GHz 512K 512K with CNC CAD CAM Mill Professional (2 months old still under warranty)
20. 4ft x 6ft x 2 1/2ft high metal work bench with Record No 24 vice
21. Assorted metric cap heads
22. Assorted large cutters - dog drive
23. 22 Assorted large cutters - screw ends (3 new)
24. A quantity of eye bolts
25. Eclipse Permanent Magnetic Chuck type AX 146/1 14" x 6"
26. 4" Magnetic side table
27. DMS single controller
28. Mitutoyo touch signal probe Part No 938140
29. 4 Assorted angle plates
30. Boxed J.A.M. WS120-1 grinding vice
31. Matrix 12" bottle square and a 5" bottle square
32. Payne Precision Ronspin spinning fixture
33. Lytton Automatic boring and facing head
34. 2 Cases of Imperial slips
35. Rolson angle precision vice, 2 1/2" grinding vice, 3 diamond wheel dressers & ass diamonds
36. Cased Mitutoyo height gauge, 30mm vernier protractor, 3 clock stands etc etc
37. Swinging fixture, sign bar, 3 "Y" blocks and 4 parallels
38. Number and letter stamps, 5 x square transfer block & transfer "Y" block and carbide boring bars
39. 2 Boxes of assorted reamers
40. A large quantity of assorted drills
41. 3 x small tables
42. A large quantity of G and other clamps
43. Abwood swivel machine vice 8"
44. Abwood swivel machine vice 6" 45. 6" Machine vice
46. 4" Machine vice
47. 2 Pairs of adjustable vice jaws
48. 6" Machine vice
49. Dividing head
50. 7 x 40 International arbours, 5 x Carbide insert cutters and 7 collets
51. Assorted gauges & measuring instruments
52. 5 x identical work benches
53. A large quantity of carbide and tool steel cutters
54. BT Lifters pallet truck
55. 2 x Grinders - Kango 240v and 1 other 3 phase
56. Maxpax drinks vending machine